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I.K. International Publishing House Pvt. Ltd, 2006. Softcover.
Book Condition: New. 16 x 24 cm. Development is behind what
one looks like. It is directed by genes, the units of heredity,
which are made up to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in all
animals (including man), plants, microorganisms and most of
the viruses except in some viruses where ribonucleic acid (RNA)
is the genetic material. Developmental Genetics integrates the
two disciplines of development and genetics into one. Key
Features: ? Each chapter begins with a brief introduction and
historical background. ? The text explains both classical and
recent material. ? Various phenomena of developmental
genetics explained with examples of animals, plant, bacteria
and viruses. ? Text explained with suitable examples,
illustrations, tables and figures. ? List of references and review
questions given at the end of each chapter ? Exhaustive
glossary, author index and subject index given at the end of the
book.>This book is essential reading for postgraduate in
developmental genetics, teachers teaching this subject and
developmental biologists conducting research in this area. It is
also suitable for candidates preparing for ARS/UGC NET
examination. Contents: 1. Introduction: Preformation versus
Epigenesis *Ontogeny, Phylogeny and Recapitulation *Mosaic
and Regulation Eggs *Genetics *Development
*Developmental...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills-- O len Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney-- Ana hi Hea ney
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